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Book Review

Booth, A., S. M. McHale, and N. S. Landale. (Eds.). 2011. Biosocial Foundations of Family
Processes. New York: Springer (270 pp., $169.00, ISBN: 978-1-4419-7361-0).

Recent theoretical and methodological innovations have generated rapid integration of
social and biological theories and data on family processes.This timely volume, based on
papers from the Seventeenth Annual Penn State Symposium on Family Issues in October
2009, presents several perspectives on the current and future research prospects in this
dynamic area of investigation. The 17 chapters are organized into four sections: (1) parent-
ing and early childhood, (2) development and adolescence, (3) family formation, and (4)
stratification and child well-being. Each section has a longer lead article with three shorter
subsequent response articles.

The lead article in the first section, by Viara Mileva-Seitz and Alison Fleming, reviews
the hormonal, neurologic, and genetic literatures on mothering. Their thesis is that for
effective mothering to occur, multiple biological systems act to influence multiple behav-
ioral responses (e.g., sensation, reward, attention, impulsivity). They move between animal
and human studies (showing the interplay between these literatures nicely) to provide sev-
eral examples of empirical data to back up this thesis. The biggest reward of this chapter,
however, comes not from the support of their thesis but simply from the clear elucidation of
massive literatures from often-disparate fields. The reference list alone is a boon to anyone
wishing to enter this area. The second paper in the section, by Anne Storey and Carolyn
Walsh, follows up on the lead article by providing a discussion of fathering. As noted by
the authors, this area is substantially smaller than that of mothering but still provides some
very interesting results (many of which are probably unknown to social scientists). The
third paper, by Susan Calkins, extends the discussion beyond the infant into early child-
hood. Specifically, the chapter addresses how caregivers influence the biological regulation
of children—which in turn affects later behavior. Finally, the fourth chapter, by Jay Belsky,
broadens the age of the discussion but narrows the biological focus to gene-environment
interactions (GxE). Belsky criticizes past GxE research (including work mentioned ear-
lier in the section) that has relied heavily on the diathesis-stress model—emphasizing
vulnerability or protection of certain genes and environments. He proposes a biological
susceptibility model that posits that some genotypes are more reactive to environmental
influences, both positive and negative, than others.

The second section focuses on adolescence and particularly gene-family environment
interplay during adolescence. The lead article, by Jenae Neiderhiser, examines genetic
interplay with family relationships during the adjustment to adolescence. Neiderhiser
argues that despite the boom in molecular genetic studies, quantitative genetic research
(i.e., twin, sibling, and adoption studies) can still inform the field by helping to disentangle
the three types of gene-environment correlation: active, passive, and evocative. The second
paper in the section, by S. Alexandra Burt, builds on the lead article by providing an excel-
lent discussion of the different mechanisms and different genetic interplays involved in the
two components externalizing behavior: aggression and rule breaking. Again, there is a
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heavy reliance on quantitative genetic work, but other work (i.e., gene expression, auto-
nomic and neuroendocrine function, developmental trajectories) is discussed. In the third
chapter of the section, Sheri Berenbaum argues that adolescence is a particularly valu-
able chance to study family environmental influences on psychological outcomes due to
the large biological changes that are occurring. Finally, in the fourth paper in this section,
Sally Powers continues the theme of documenting the importance of this developmental
stage by discussing work on epigenetic, hormone, and gender differences in adolescence.

The third section centers on family formation via mate and fertility choices. The lead
article, by Steven Gangestad, provides an evolutionary explanation of current fertility and
mating systems. Gangestad does a nice job of laying out the standard adaptationist concepts
and methods used in evolutionary sciences. He then goes on to explain how these adaptions
can be applied to family formation and why we might expect them to have lead to current
family formation processes. In the second chapter in this section, Brian D’Onofrio, Niklas
Langstrom, and Paul Lichtenstien briefly discuss social neuroscience work on mate selec-
tion, mention causality issues with this work (see also Dalton Conley’s chapter 16), and
devote a sizeable portion to quantitative genetic models of family formation—including
conducting new analyses on Swedish data. The third chapter, by David Schmitt, follows
closely to the lead chapter on evolutionary perspectives but specifically emphasizes the
importance of stressful environments. S. Philip Morgan supplies the final chapter and
provides a counter-argument to the evolutionary perspective for understanding family for-
mation changes over the last centuries. He then supplies a brief effort at “consilience”
by suggesting family formation researchers focus on the “malleable, modular brain” as
the primary mechanism linking genes and evolution to the relatively recent (i.e., since the
eighteenth century) changes in family formation.

The fourth section of the book focuses on work on stratification and its effect on child
well-being. The lead chapter, by Guang Guo, focuses on the quickly growing literature
using molecular genetics and social/family environments to estimate gene-environment
interactions (GxE). He then uses the National Study of Adolescent Health to examine
possible GxE between markers for three genes (DAT1, DRD2 and MAOA) and three
environments (family, school, and friends) on measures of delinquency. Guo finds some
evidence of a GxE with these genes and environments but also points out that issues of
multiple testing and power often plague this area of research. In the second chapter, Mark
Flinn utilizes both neuroscience and evolutionary biology to suggest ways in which family
environment (particularly stress) may affect child development and well-being. He pro-
vides a quick summary of genetic and biochemical foundations of affiliation and bonding
(relating back to the Mileva-Seitz and Fleming chapter). He argues (and provides some
evidence) that if the brain evolved within the context of social kinship networks, family
relationships (and their dynamics) have large influences on children’s neuroendocrine sys-
tems, which affects child health. In the third chapter in this section, Pilyoung Kim and Gary
Evans build on the lead chapter by discussing the possible importance of examining how
genes (i.e., DAT1, 5-HTT, DRD2, DRD4, A2A, COMT) may interact with poverty specif-
ically and socioeconomic status in general. In the fourth chapter, Dalton Conley directly
attacks the majority of GxE work by focusing on the lack of an exogenous environment,
namely, that the possibility of a Gene-Gene (GxG) interaction is high and that without
an exogenous environment, we cannot know for certain whether other genetic factors are
causing the environment and interacting with the tested gene. He suggests the use of both
animal models and exogenous environment models (e.g., natural experiments) in human
populations to verify causal GxE.
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In the last chapter, Jennifer Kane and Chun Bun Lam integrate this entire volume by
explicitly drawing attention to the unmentioned, but nevertheless central, theme of tempo-
ral context. Overall, this volume does provide a reasonable summary of the main themes of
the symposium. It does not provide a comprehensive overview of the field but does touch on
major perspectives and methodologies in important areas of research on family processes.
It is a good resource for scholars interested in getting a taste of research attempting to inte-
grate family, society, and biology. Moreover, it provides countless hypothesis-generating
opportunities by exposing gaps when viewing literatures from a different perspective.
Researchers interested in starting work in this area will find the reference lists invaluable
for entry into these vast literatures.

Reviewed by Colter Mitchell
Princeton University

Princeton, NJ
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